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Act of Valor Go "down range" with real, active-duty Navy SEALs in Act Of
Valor, the adrenaline-fueled action-adventure that inserts you into the heart
of the battle, alongside America's best and bravest. When a covert mission
to rescue a kidnapped CIA operative uncovers a chilling plot, elite,
highly-trained U.S. SEAL teams speed to hotspots around the globe, racing
against the clock to stop a deadly terrorist attack. Pulse-pounding combat
sequences, cutting-edge battlefield technology and raw emotion fuel this
unprecedented blend of real-world heroism and original filmmaking -- a
thrilling tribute to the skills, courage and tenacity of the world's most
revered warriors. Fox
Curb Your Enthusiasm Season 8 One of HBO's true signature series, Curb
Your Enthusiasm premieres its long-awaited eighth season. Candid,
unsparing and self-deprecating, Curb Your Enthusiasm is driven by the
offkilter comic vision of Larry David, co-creator and co-executive producer
of another lauded comedy series, Seinfeld. David's HBO series blurs the lines
between reality and fiction, as he and a cast of real and fictional characters
are followed by a ubiquitous camera that chronicles the private, often banal
world of a (relatively) public man. The series proves how seemingly trivial
details of one's day-to-day life - a trip to the grocery store, a remark at a
dinner party, a fender-bender - can precipitate a "Murphy's Law" chain of
misfortune to hilarious effect. To keep the narrative spontaneous, Curb is
shot without a script; cast members are given scene outlines and often
improvise lines as they go. HBO
Maverick: First Season In Maverick: The Complete First Season,
wisecracking ladies' man Bret Maverick (James Garner) and his more serious
brother Bart (Jack Kelly) - two handsome bachelors on the loose in the Wild
West - have more success at the game of poker than the game of love. Yet
they keep trying their luck in one frontier outpost after another. For fans of
classic TV Westerns such as Cheyenne, Bonanza and Gunsmoke. Warner
Accident Hong Kong mystery-thriller about an "accident choreographer called the Brain - a cold-blooded hitman who kills his victims by trapping
them in well-crafted accidents. After a mission goes wrong, costing the life
of one of his men, the Brain is convinced someone is plotting to terminate
him and his team. He becomes increasingly paranoid, walking on the thin
line between reality and delusion. Shout
Goon Not content with his job as a bouncer, Doug Glatt (Seann William
Scott) dreams of a more rewarding job and gaining his parents' respect.
When a chance encounter with an on-ice thug leads to a fistfight that Doug
easily wins, the on-looking coach sees Doug's potential, in spite of his lack
of any hockey playing ability. Joining the team and with the encouragement
of his best friend (Jay Baruchel), Doug quickly becomes a rising star. Soon
he'll have the opportunity to face-off against league thug Ross Rhea (Liev
Schreiber), perhaps finally land a girlfriend and stick to a job he enjoys. Now
all he needs to do is learn how to skate. Magnolia
Mother's Day After a bank robbery gone wrong, three brothers go home to
hideout only to discover that their Mother (Rebecca De Mornay) lost their
house in a foreclosure. The new owners and their party guests become the
depraved brothers' unwitting hostages. Their sadistic Mother soon arrives
and brilliantly takes control of the situation, ratcheting up the terror. As the
hostages struggle desperately to survive the harrowing torture, they realize
that there is nothing a Mother won't do to protect her children. Anchor Bay
Beyond How far would you go to find a missing child? And how much are
you willing to believe - and trust - in the unknown in order to get there?
Academy Award winner Jon Voight, Dermot Mulroney (The Grey) and Teri
Polo (Little Fockers) star in this chilling thriller about a 7 year old girl
kidnapped from her bedroom one wintry night in an Anchorage suburb. But
when a close-to-retirement police detective (Voight) obsessed with child
abductions begins his investigation, he'll clash with a mysterious radio
psychic (Julian Morris of Pretty Little Liars and Cry Wolf ) who claims to have
visions of the missing girl. Now the trail is getting cold. Time is running out.
And in the most disturbing twist of all, the ultimate clues may be coming
from a place outside the law, past human reason and forever frighteningly
Beyond. Anchor Bay
Teen Wolf Season One From Prison Break executive producer Marty
Adelstein comes an electrifying, action-packed series, with a cast of hot new
stars! Scott McCall (Tyler Posey) just wants to play lacrosse and land a date
with beautiful Allison Argent (Crystal Reed), but a werewolf bite has left him
with supernatural powers he can't control. With help from his friend (Dylan
O'Brien) and a mysterious local werewolf (Tyler Hoechlin), Scott struggles to
keep his identity a secret, outrun werewolf hunters and survive high school
in this exciting series nominated for six 2011 Teen Choice Awards. All 12
exhilarating Season One Teen Wolf episodes are included plus an exclusive
never-before-seen extended version of the finale - available only on this
DVD set! MGM
Hatfields & McCoys Bad Blood The Hatfields and McCoys fight for justice
and vengeance in a feud that spans decades and costs many lives. As the
Civil War rages on, Asa McCoy, a Union soldier, heads home to West Virginia
after a horrific battle. On the way, he runs into his neighbors, the Hatfields,
who are Confederate sympathizers. Furious with the idea that one of their
neighbors is fighting for the Union, the Hatfields gun down Asa and begin a
decades-long feud between the families. As the familial battle rages on and
more people are killed, things become complicated as two young adults
from each side fall in love - and one family is brought to justice. Lionsgate
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Bad Ass Shunned by society for nearly forty years, Vietnam War veteran Frank
Vega (Trejo) becomes an instant celebrity when he thwarts a hate crime on a city
bus and footage of the incident goes viral on the Internet. But when his best
friend is murdered-and the police seem unwilling to help-Vega takes his new Bad
Ass nickname to the extreme against corrupt cops and a crooked mayor
(Perlman) in pursuit of old-school justice! Danny Trejo (Machete) packs a punch
in this bare-fisted, bone-crunching action thriller inspired by true events. Fox
Titanic's Final Mystery A century ago, the "unsinkable" Titanic plunged to the
bottom of the North Atlantic Ocean. With each passing year, the myth
surrounding the ship has grown, as have arguments over why and how she met
her demise. However, a recent study blows all other theories out of the water.
Follow Titanic detective Tim Maltin as he shares the results of his 20-year
investigation. Combining thousands of hours of eyewitness testimony with
modern scientific investigation, he reveals that the real culprits may have been
forces beyond human control. Smithsonian
Life Without Principle Money is the root of all evil, as three people with nothing
in common will discover. The only thing connecting them all is a bag containing
5 million dollars... and their desperate need for cash. Johnnie To (Running Out
Of Time) directs Lau Ching Wan (My Name Is Fame), Richie Jen (Breaking
News) and Denise Ho (Look For A Star) in Life Without Principle, a riveting
thriller about right, wrong... and everything in between. Vivendi
Jules Verne's Mysterious Island A group of travelers become stranded on a
mysterious island. Confronting vicious pirates, terrifying creatures and an active
volcano, they must find a way to escape. Forced to defend themselves against
vicious pirates, terrifying creatures and a volcano that's ready to blow, they must
find a way to survive. Their only hope to escape the island lies with its longest
resident, Captain Nemo. With his help, they craft another plan. But will they
make it before the island claims them all forever? Green Apple
Little Angels Animals executive producer Roma Downey comes a delightful,
inspirational and educational series that preschoolers and their parents will
enjoy! Through the stories of Noah's Ark and Jonah and the Whale, eight
adorable angels teach young Alex and Zoe about courage, creativity and
responsibility. In this charming story, with help from their angelic pals, Alex and
Zoe learn about animals.This inspirational and educational program for
preschoolers offers animated adaptations of biblical stories including Noah's Ark
and Jonah and the Whale. Each story is designed to encourage children to
incorporate courage, creativity, and responsibility into their lives. Fox
London Boulevard A South London gangster emerges from three years in prison
and becomes a bodyguard for a famous actress, only to be sucked back into the
shady underworld by a ruthless crime lord in this gritty crime drama starring
Colin Farrell. Mitchel (Farrell) served his time in Pentonville Prison. Now that
he's a free man, he's determined to keep it that way. His resolve not to fall back
on his criminal past is weakened, however, when his longtime friend Billy (Ben
Chaplin) offers him a place to stay in exchange for help with a quick and dirty
job. But just as it seems like the past won't let Mitchel go, a promising new
opportunity arises; high-profile actress Charlotte (Keira Knightley) is hiding out
from the paparazzi in a Holland Park mansion, and she needs a man who can
help keep them at bay. Little does Charlotte realize that Billy has set his sights on
her classic cars and valuable art collection, and that Mitchel is the only thing
preventing him from robbing her blind. But just as Mitchel and Charlotte fall in
love and make plans to move to Los Angeles, notorious mob heavy Gant (Ray
Winstone) presents the cunning ex-con with an offer he can't refuse: Gant wants
Mitchel in his gang, and he won't take no for an answer. Before Mitchel can flee,
Gant has got him under his thumb, revealing that Mitchel will die before he ever
has a chance to take flight. Upon realizing that any refusal to follow Gant's
orders will endanger not only himself, but his sister Briony (Anna Friel) and
Charlotte as well, Mitchel prepares to strike back with a vengeance.
Consequences be damned, Mitchel will do whatever it takes to protect the ones
he loves, and prove that no man owns him. Sony
Mama, I Want To Sing Talented but naïve, Amara Winter (multi-platinum selling
artist Ciara) is a young gospel singer who dreams of pop stardom. Raised in a
tight-knit community, Amara is discovered by agents who quickly propel her to
the top with recording sessions and television appearances. Soured by the sudden
media attention, Amara's preacher mother (Lynn Whitfield) implores her to stay
grounded. Amara faithfully pursues her music career even in the face of creating
a strained relationship with her mother, and turns to her father (Marvin Winans)
and Sister Carrie (Patti LaBelle) for support. On her way to the limelight, Amara
must learn to navigate the often-treacherous world of celebrity and find a way to
remain true to herself and to her family. Fox
WWJD II: The Woodcarver Matthew Stevenson is a troubled kid from a broken
home. When he vandalizes the local church to get back at his parents, Matthew
has to repair the damage to the church to avoid criminal charges. While working
at the church, he meets Ernest, an accomplished wood carver who created the
intricate woodwork decoration that Matthew destroyed. Ernest has become
something of a hermit, but reluctantly comes out of reclusion to help repair the
church. Now Ernest and Matthew must work together to preserve the church's
beautiful antiquity, and along the way, they also manage to restore their faith in
God and in life. Stars: John Ratzenberger, Dakota Daulby, Woody Jeffreys.
Vivendi
Mandrill Antonio's parents were murdered when he was a child. As an adult, he
is transformed into a relentless bounty hunter, code-named "Mandrill," with the
sole aim of finding the murderer and avenging his parents. Mandrill's only
weakness has always been women, so he asks his uncle, a "Don Juan" expert, to
instruct him in the arts of seduction. When Mandrill is hired to capture a
powerful Mafioso casino owner, he soon discovers that this is the man who he
has searched for all these years. But upon meeting Dominique, the beautiful
daughter of the casino owner, begins an impossible romance, which can be the
only obstacle to his revenge. Magnolia
Most Valuable Player Across the USA, high school sports are regularly lavished
with funding, publicity and scholarships, while theater departments struggle to
put on the school musical hoping for some attention of their own. It's no different
in the sports crazy Lehigh Valley, PA, except for the "Freddy Awards," a live
television event that recognizes excellence in local high school musical theater.
Illustrating that arts education encourages the same teamwork, camaraderie and
confidence as sports, Most Valuable Players follows three theater troupes on their
creative journey to the elaborate award ceremony - the "Super Bowl" of high
school musical theater. Virgil Films

